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AUTUMN WINTER 2023 - 24 
 
 

The Autumn-Winter 2023-24 collection by Caffè d'Orzo is inspired by autumnal nature and recounts 
the retro style of the brand through colours that recall the earth and soft fabrics in natural fibres. The 
Italian brand creates romantic head-to-toe looks to be worn every day and on special occasions, for 
girls with a minimalist and original sense of style. 
 
The colour palette blends into a chromatic journey inspired by the tones of autumn foliage: the 
variegated greens are linked with the bright and decisive tones of petrol and black, while the dusty 
hues accompany fuchsia in all its many forms. Pink, plum and cyclamen recall the beauty of the 
flora, together with natural tones of dove grey, pumpkin and terracotta, which provide a sense of 
enveloping warmth. 
 
The sophistication of the fabrics elevates minimalist looks: soft and enveloping corduroy is 
accompanied - this season - by taffeta dresses that enrich the most precious part of the collection 
with combinations of duchesse and silk. 
 
Bucolic allure is proposed in its autumnal variant with a pattern boasting micro and maxi flowers on 
culotte trousers and balloon skirts. Wool lace and fluid viscose - in delicate shades of latte - 
characterise pure white shirts and dresses, perfectly enhancing the retro spirit of the collection. 
 
The diamond-pattern knitwear features hemmed bouclé fringe detailing on coordinated sets and 
tricot-knit capes, designed for a sophisticated style, even on gloomy afternoons in the midst of 
nature. 
 
The coats are the protagonists of autumnal looks; featuring the collection's prints and characterised 
by bon-ton styling, they conjure up images of French charm owing to their characteristic collars.  
 
The accessories complete the most romantic of looks with taffeta brooches and headbands 
boasting maxi bows, while caps and hoods - combined with scarves - play down the brand’s imagery. 
 
The New born capsule collection re-produces the most iconic styles of the junior line, downsizing 
them appropriately, with soft and elegant shapes designed for the most important occasions. 
 
 
   


